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ACCELERATED FINITE ELEMENTS SCHEMES FOR PARABOLIC
STOCHASTIC PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
ISTVA´N GYO¨NGY AND ANNIE MILLET
Abstract. For a class of finite elements approximations for linear stochastic parabolic
PDEs it is proved that one can accelerate the rate of convergence by Richardson extrapo-
lation. More precisely, by taking appropriate mixtures of finite elements approximations
one can accelerate the convergence to any given speed provided the coefficients, the initial
and free data are sufficiently smooth.
1. Introduction
We are interested in finite elements approximations for Cauchy problems for stochastic
parabolic PDEs of the form of equation (2.1) below. Such kind of equations arise in various
fields of sciences and engineering, for example in nonlinear filtering of partially observed
diffusion processes. Therefore these equations have been intensively studied in the litera-
ture, and theories for their solvability and numerical methods for approximations of their
solutions have been developed. Since the computational effort to get reasonably accurate
numerical solutions grow rapidly with the dimension d of the state space, it is important
to investigate the possibility of accelerating the convergence of spatial discretisations by
Richardson extrapolation. About a century ago Lewis Fry Richardson had the idea in
[18] that the speed of convergence of numerical approximations, which depend on some
parameter h converging to zero, can be increased if one takes appropriate linear combina-
tions of approximations corresponding to different parameters. This method to accelerate
the convergence, called Richardson extrapolation, works when the approximations admit
a power series expansion in h at h = 0 with a remainder term, which can be estimated
by a higher power of h. In such cases, taking appropriate mixtures of approximations
with different parameters, one can eliminate all other terms but the zero order term and
the remainder in the expansion. In this way, the order of accuracy of the mixtures is the
exponent k + 1 of the power hk+1, that estimates the remainder. For various numerical
methods applied to solving deterministic partial differential equations (PDEs) it has been
proved that such expansions exist and that Richardson extrapolations can spectacularly
increase the speed of convergence of the methods, see, e.g., [16], [17] and [20]. Richard-
son’s idea has also been applied to numerical solutions of stochastic equations. It was
shown first in [21] that by Richardson extrapolation one can accelerate the weak conver-
gence of Euler approximations of stochastic differential equations. Further results in this
direction can be found in [14], [15] and the references therein. For stochastic PDEs the
first result on accelerated finite difference schemes appears in [7], where it is shown that
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by Richardson extrapolation one can accelerate the speed of finite difference schemes in
the spatial variables for linear stochastic parabolic PDEs to any high order, provided the
initial condition and free terms are sufficiently smooth. This result was extended to (pos-
sibly) degenerate stochastic PDEs in to [6], [8] and [9]. Starting with [22] finite elements
approximations for stochastic PDEs have been investigated in many publications, see, for
example, [3], [4], [10], [11], [12] and [23].
Our main result, Theorem 2.4 in this paper, states that for a class of finite elements
approximations for stochastic parabolic PDEs given in the whole space an expansion
in terms of powers of a parameter h, proportional to the size of the finite elements,
exists up to any high order, if the coefficients, the initial data and the free terms are
sufficiently smooth. Then clearly, we can apply Richardson extrapolation to such finite
elements approximations in order to accelerate the convergence. The speed we can achieve
depends on the degree of smoothness of the coefficients, the initial data and free terms;
see Corollary 2.5. Note that due to the symmetry we require for the finite elements, in
order to achieve an accuracy of order J + 1 we only need bJ
2
c terms in the mixture of
finite elements approximation. As far as we know this is the first result on accelerated
finite elements by Richardson extrapolation for stochastic parabolic equations. There are
nice results on Richardson extrapolation for finite elements schemes in the literature for
some (deterministic) elliptic problems; see, e.g., [1], [2] and the literature therein.
We note that in the present paper we consider stochastic PDEs on the whole space Rd
in the spatial variable, and our finite elements approximations are the solutions of infinite
dimensional systems of equations. Therefore one may think that our accelerated finite
elements schemes cannot have any practical use. In fact they can be implemented if first
we localise the stochastic PDEs in the spatial variable by multiplying their coefficients,
initial and free data by sufficiently smooth non-negative “cut-off” functions with value 1
on a ball of radius R and vanishing outside of a bigger ball. Then our finite elements
schemes for the “localised stochastic PDEs” are fully implementable and one can show
that the results of the present paper can be extended to them. Moreover, by a theorem
from [6] the error caused by the localization is of order exp(−δR2) within a ball of ra-
dius R′ < R. Moreover, under some further constraints about a bounded domain D and
particular classes of finite elements such as those described in subsections 6.1-6.2, our
arguments could extend to parabolic stochastic PDEs on D with periodic boundary con-
ditions. Note that our technique relies on finite elements defined by scaling and shifting
one given mother element, and that the dyadic rescaling used to achieve a given speed of
convergence is similar to that of wavelet approximation. We remark that our accelerated
finite elements approximations can be applied also to implicit Euler-Maruyama time dis-
cretisations of stochastic parabolic PDEs to achieve higher order convergence with respect
to the spatial mesh parameter of fully discretised schemes. However, as one can see by
adapting and argument from [5], the strong rate of convergence of these fully discretised
schemes with respect to the temporal mesh parameter cannot be accelerated by Richard-
son approximation. Dealing with weak speed of convergence of time discretisations is
beyond the scope of this paper.
In conclusion we introduce some notation used in the paper. All random elements are
defined on a fixed probability space (Ω,F , P ) equipped with an increasing family (Ft)t≥0
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of σ-algebras Ft ⊂ F . The predictable σ-algebra of subsets of Ω× [0,∞) is denoted by P ,
and the σ-algebra of the Borel subsets of Rd is denoted by B(Rd). We use the notation
Di =
∂
∂xi
, Dij = DiDj =
∂2
∂xi∂xj
, i, j = 1, 2, ..., d
for first order and second order partial derivatives in x = (x1, ..., xd) ∈ Rd. For integers
m ≥ 0 the Sobolev space Hm is defined as the closure of C∞0 , the space of real-valued
smooth functions ϕ on Rd with compact support, in the norm |ϕ|m defined by
|ϕ|2m =
∑
|α|≤m
∫
Rd
|Dαϕ(x)|2 dx, (1.1)
where Dα = Dα11 ...D
αd
d and |α| = α1 + · · · + αd for multi-indices α = (α1, ..., αd), αi ∈
{0, 1, ..., d}, and D0i is the identity operator for i = 1, ..., d. Similarly, the Sobolev space
Hm(l2) of l2-valued functions are defined on Rd as the closure of the of l2-valued smooth
functions ϕ = (ϕi)
∞
i=1 on Rd with compact support, in the norm denoted also by |ϕ|m and
defined as in (1.1) with
∑∞
i=1 |Dαϕi(x)|2 in place of |Dαϕ(x)|2. Unless stated otherwise,
throughout the paper we use the summation convention with respect to repeated indices.
The summation over an empty set means 0. We denote by C and N constants which
may change from one line to the next, and by C(a) and N(a) constants depending on a
parameter a.
For theorems and notations in the L2-theory of stochastic PDEs the reader is referred
to [13] or [19].
2. Framework and some notations
Let (Ω,F , P, (Ft)t≥0) be a complete filtered probability space carrying a sequence of
independent Wiener martingales W = (W ρ)∞ρ=1 with respect to a filtration (Ft)t≥0.
We consider the stochastic PDE problem
dut(x) =
[Ltut(x) + ft(x)]dt+ [Mρtut(x) + gρt (x)]dW ρt , (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Rd, (2.1)
with initial condition
u0(x) = φ(x), x ∈ Rd, (2.2)
for a given φ ∈ H0 = L2(Rd), where
Ltu(x) = Di(aijt (x)Dju(x)) + bit(x)Diu(x) + ct(x)u(x),
Mρtu(x) = σiρt (x)Diu(x) + νρt (x)u(x) for u ∈ H1 = W 12 (Rd),
with P⊗B(Rd)-measurable real-valued bounded functions aij, bi, c, and l2-valued bounded
functions σi = (σiρ)∞ρ=1 and ν = (ν
ρ)∞ρ=1 defined on Ω × [0, T ] × Rd for i, j ∈ {1, ..., d}.
Furthermore, aijt (x) = a
ji
t (x) a.s. for every (t, x) ∈ [0, T ] × Rd. For i = 1, 2, ..., d the
notation Di =
∂
∂xi
means the partial derivative in the i-th coordinate direction.
The free terms f and g = (gρ)∞ρ=1 are P⊗B(Rd)-measurable functions on Ω×[0, T ]×Rd,
with values in R and l2 respectively. LetHm(l2) denote theHm space of l2-valued functions
on Rd. We use the notation |ϕ|m for the Hm-norm of ϕ ∈ Hm and of ϕ ∈ Hm(l2), and
|ϕ|0 denotes the L2-norm of ϕ ∈ H0 = L2.
Let m ≥ 0 be an integer, K ≥ 0 be a constant and make the following assumptions.
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Assumption 2.1. The derivatives in x ∈ Rd up to order m of the coefficients aij, bi,
c, and of the coefficients σi, ν are P ⊗ B(R)-measurable functions with values in R and
in l2-respectively. For almost every ω they are continuous in x, and they are bounded in
magnitude by K.
Assumption 2.2. The function φ is an Hm-valued F0-measurable random variable, and
f and g = (gρ)∞ρ=1 are predictable processes with values in H
m and Hm(l2), respectively,
such that
K2m := |φ|2m +
∫ T
0
(|ft|2m + |gt|2m) dt <∞ (a.s.). (2.3)
Assumption 2.3. There exists a constant κ > 0, such that for (ω, t, x) ∈ Ω× [0, T ]×Rd
d∑
i,j=1
(
aijt (x)− 12
∑
ρ
σiρt (x)σ
jρ
t (x)
)
zizj ≥ κ|z|2 for all z = (z1, ..., zd) ∈ R. (2.4)
For integers n ≥ 0 let Wn2 (0, T ) denote the space of Hn-valued predictable processes
(ut)t∈[0,T ] such that almost surely ∫ T
0
|ut|2n dt <∞.
Definition 2.1. A continuous L2-valued adapted process (ut)t∈[0,T ] is a generalised solu-
tion to (2.1)-(2.2) if it is in W12(0, T ), and almost surely
(ut, ϕ) =(φ, ϕ) +
∫ t
0
(
aijs Djus, D
∗
iϕ) + (b
i
sDius + csus + fs, ϕ
)
ds
+
∫ t
0
(
σiρs D
ius + ν
ρ
sus + g
ρ
s , ϕ
)
dW ρs
for all t ∈ [0, T ] and ϕ ∈ C∞0 , where D∗i := −Di for i ∈ {1, 2, ..., d}, and (, ) denotes the
inner product in L2.
For m ≥ 0 set
Km = |φ|2m +
∫ T
0
(|ft|2m−1 + |gt|2m)dt. (2.5)
Then the following theorem is well-known (see, e.g., [19]).
Theorem 2.1. Let Assumptions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 hold. Then (2.1)-(2.2) has a unique
generalised solution u = (ut)t∈[0,T ]. Moreover, u ∈ Wm+12 (0, T ), it is an Hm-valued con-
tinuous process, and
E sup
t∈[0,T ]
|ut|2m + E
∫ T
0
|ut|2m+1 dt ≤ CEKm,
where C is a constant depending only on κ, d, T , m and K.
The finite elements we consider in this paper are determined by a continuous real
function ψ ∈ H1 with compact support, and a finite set Λ ⊂ Qd, containing the zero
vector, such that ψ and Λ are symmetric, i.e.,
ψ(−x) = ψ(x) for all x ∈ Rd, and Λ = −Λ. (2.6)
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We assume that |ψ|L1 = 1, which can be achieved by scaling. For each h 6= 0 and x ∈ Rd
we set ψhx(·) := ψ((· − x)/h), and our set of finite elements is the collection of functions
{ψhx : x ∈ Gh}, where
Gh :=
{
h
n∑
i=1
niλi : λi ∈ Λ, ni, n ∈ N
}
.
Let Vh denote the vector space
Vh :=
{∑
x∈Gh
U(x)ψhx : (U(x))x∈Gh ∈ `2(Gh)
}
,
where `2(Gh) is the space of functions U on Gh such that
|U |20,h := |h|d
∑
x∈Gh
U2(x) <∞. (2.7)
Definition 2.2. An L2(Rd)-valued continuous process uh = (uht )t∈[0,T ] is a finite elements
approximation of u if it takes values in Vh and almost surely
(uht , ψ
h
x) =(φ, ψ
h
x) +
∫ t
0
[
(aijs Dju
h
s , D
∗
iψ
h
x) + (b
i
sDiu
h
s + csu
h
s + fs, ψ
h
x)
]
ds
+
∫ t
0
(σiρs Diu
h
s + ν
ρ
su
h
s + g
ρ
s , ψ
h
x) dW
ρ
s , (2.8)
for all t ∈ [0, T ] and ψhx is as above for x ∈ Gh. The process uh is also called a Vh-solution
to (2.8) on [0, T ].
Since by definition a Vh-valued solution (u
h
t )t∈[0,T ] to (2.8) is of the form
uht (x) =
∑
y∈Gh
Uht (y)ψ
h
y (x), x ∈ Rd,
we need to solve (2.8) for the random field {Uht (y) : y ∈ Gh, t ∈ [0, T ]}. Remark that
(2.8) is an infinite system of stochastic equations. In practice one should “truncate” this
system to solve numerically a suitable finite system instead, and one should also estimate
the error caused by the truncation. We will study such a procedure and the corresponding
error elsewhere.
Our aim in this paper is to show that for some well-chosen functions ψ, the above finite
elements scheme has a unique solution uh for every h 6= 0, and that for a given integer
k ≥ 0 there exist random fields v(0), v(1),...,v(k) and rk, on [0, T ] × Gh, such that almost
surely
Uht (x) = v
(0)
t (x) +
∑
1≤j≤k
v
(j)
t (x)
hj
j!
+ rht (x), t ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ Gh, (2.9)
where v(0),..., v(k) do not depend on h, and there is a constant N , independent of h, such
that
E sup
t≤T
|h|d
∑
x∈Gh
|rht (x)|2 ≤ N |h|2(k+1)EK2m (2.10)
for all |h| ∈ (0, 1] and some m > d
2
.
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To write (2.8) more explicitly as an equation for (Uht (y))y∈Gh , we introduce the following
notation:
Rαβλ = (Dβψλ, D
∗
αψ), α, β ∈ {0, 1, ..., d},
Rβλ = R
0β
λ := (Dβψλ, ψ), Rλ := R
00
λ := (ψλ, ψ), λ ∈ G, (2.11)
where ψλ := ψ
1
λ, and G := G1.
Lemma 2.2. For α, β ∈ {1, ..., d} and λ ∈ G we have:
Rαβ−λ = R
αβ
λ , R
β
−λ = −Rβλ, R−λ = Rλ.
Proof. Since ψ(−x) = ψ(x) we deduce that for any α ∈ {1, ..., d} we have Dαψ(−x) =
−Dαψ(x). Hence for any α, β ∈ {1, ..., d} and λ ∈ G, a change of variables yields
Rαβ−λ =
∫
Rd
Dβψ(z + λ)D
∗
αψ(z)dz =
∫
Rd
Dβψ(−z + λ)D∗αψ(−z)dz
=
∫
Rd
Dβψ(z − λ)D∗αψ(z)dz = Rαβλ ,
Rβ−λ =
∫
Rd
Dβψ(−z + λ)ψ(−z)dz = −
∫
Rd
Dβψ(z − λ)ψ(z)dz = −Rβλ,
R−λ =
∫
Rd
ψ(−z + λ)ψ(−z)dz =
∫
Rd
ψ(z − λ)ψ(z)dz = Rλ;
this concludes the proof. 
To prove the existence of a unique Vh-valued solution to (2.8), and a suitable estimate
for it, we need the following condition.
Assumption 2.4. There is a constant δ > 0 such that∑
λ,µ∈G
Rλ−µzλzµ ≥ δ
∑
λ∈G
|zλ|2, for all (zλ)λ∈G ∈ `2(G).
Remark 2.1. Note that since ψ ∈ H1 has compact support, there exists a constant M
such that
|Rα,βλ | ≤M for α, β ∈ {0, ..., d} and λ ∈ G.
Remark 2.2. Due to Assumption 2.4 for h 6= 0, u := ∑y∈Gh U(y)ψhy , U = (U(y))y∈Gh ∈
`2(Gh) we have
|u|20 =
∑
x,y∈Gh
U(x)U(y)(ψhx , ψ
h
y )
=
∑
x,y∈Gh
R(x−y)/hU(x)U(y)|h|d ≥ δ
∑
x∈Gh
U2(x)|h|d = δ|U |20,h. (2.12)
Clearly, since ψ has compact support, only finitely many λ ∈ G are such that (ψλ, ψ) 6= 0;
hence
|u|20 ≤
∑
x,y∈Gh
|R(x−y)/h| |U(x)U(y)||h|d ≤ N |h|d
∑
x∈Gh
U2(x) = N |U |20,h,
where N is a constant depending only on ψ.
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By virtue of this remark for each h 6= 0 the linear mapping Φh from `2(Gh) to Vh ⊂
L2(Rd), defined by
ΦhU :=
∑
x∈Gh
U(x)ψhx for U = (U(x))x∈Gh ∈ `2(Gh),
is a one-to-one linear operator such that the norms of U and ΦhU are equivalent, with
constants independent of h. In particular, Vh is a closed subspace of L2(Rd). Moreover,
since Diψ has compact support, (2.12) implies that
|Diu|0 ≤ N|h|‖u‖ for all u ∈ Vh, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., d},
where N is a constant depending only on Diψ and δ. Hence for any h > 0
|u|1 ≤ N(1 + |h|−1)|u|0 for all u ∈ Vh (2.13)
with a constant N = N(ψ, d, δ) which does not depend on h.
Theorem 2.3. Let Assumptions 2.1 through 2.4 hold with m = 0. Then for each h 6= 0
equation (2.8) has a unique Vh-solution u
h. Moreover, there is a constant N = N(d,K, κ)
independent of h such that
E sup
t∈[0,T ]
|uht |20 + E
∫ T
0
|uht |21 dt
≤ NE|pihφ|20 +NE
∫ T
0
(|pihfs|20 +∑
ρ
|pihgρs |20
)
ds ≤ NEK20 (2.14)
for all h 6= 0, where pih denotes the orthogonal projection of H0 = L2 into Vh.
Proof. We fix h 6= 0 and define the bilinear forms Ah and Bhρ by
Ahs (u, v) := (a
ij
s Dju,D
∗
i v) + (b
i
sDiu+ csu, v)
Bhρs (u, v) := (σ
iρ
s Diu+ ν
ρ
su, v)
for all u, v ∈ Vh. Using Assumption 2.1 with m = 0, by virtue of (2.13) we have a constant
C = C(|h|, K, d, δ, ψ), such that
Ahs (u, v) ≤ C|u|0|v|0 Bhρs (u, v) ≤ C|u|0|v|0 for all u, v ∈ Vh.
Hence, identifying Vh with its dual space (Vh)
∗ by the help of the L2(Rd) inner product
in Vh, we can see there exist bounded linear operators Ahs and Bhρs on Vh such that
Ahs (u, v) = (Ahsu, v), Bhρs (u, v) = (Bhρs u, v) for all u, v ∈ Vh,
and for all ω ∈ Ω and t ∈ [0, T ]. Thus (2.8) can be rewritten as
uht = pi
hφ+
∫ t
0
(Ahsuhs + pihfs) ds+
∫ t
0
(Bhρs uhs + pihgρs) dW ρs , (2.15)
which is an (affine) linear SDE in the Hilbert space Vh. Hence, by classical results on
solvability of SDEs with Lipschitz continuous coefficients in Hilbert spaces we get a unique
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Vh-solution u
h = (uht )t∈[0,T ]. To prove estimate (2.14) we may assume EK20 < ∞. By
applying Itoˆ’s formula to |uh|20 we obtain
|uh(t)|20 = |pihφ|20 +
∫ t
0
Ihs ds+
∫ t
0
Jh,ρs dW
ρ
s , (2.16)
with
Ihs :=2(Ahsuhs + pihfs, uhs ) +
∑
ρ
|Bhρs uhs + pihgρs |20,
Jhρs :=2(Bhρs uhs + pihgρs , uhs ).
Owing to Assumptions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, by standard estimates we get
Ihs ≤ −κ|uh(s)|21 +N
(
|uhs |20 + |fs|20 +
∑
ρ
|gρs |20
)
(2.17)
with a constant N = N(K,κ, d); thus from (2.16) using Gronwall’s lemma we obtain
E|uht |20 + κE
∫ T
0
|uhs |21 ds ≤ NEK20 t ∈ [0, T ] (2.18)
with a constant N = N(T,K, κ, d). One can estimate E supt≤T |uht |20 also in a standard
way. Namely, since ∑
ρ
|Jhρs |2 ≤ N2
(|uhs |21 + |gs|20) sup
s∈[0,T ]
|uhs |20
with a constant N = N(K, d), by the Davis inequality we have
E sup
t≤T
∣∣∣ ∫ t
0
Jhs dW
ρ
s
∣∣∣ ≤ 3E(∫ T
0
∑
ρ
|Jh,ρs |2 ds
)1/2
≤ 3NE
(
sup
s∈[0,T ]
|uhs |20
∫ T
0
(|uhs |21 + |gs|20) ds)1/2
≤ 1
2
E sup
s∈[0,T ]
|uhs |20 + 5N2E
∫ T
0
(|uhs |21 + |gs|20) ds. (2.19)
Taking supremum in t in both sides of (2.16) and then using (2.17), (2.18) and (2.19), we
obtain estimate (2.14). 
Remark 2.3. An easy computation using the symmetry of ψ imposed in (2.6) shows that
for every x ∈ Rd and h 6= 0 we have ψ−hx = ψhx . Hence the uniqueness of the solution to
(2.8) proved in Theorem 2.3 implies that the processes u−ht and u
h
t agree for t ∈ [0, T ] a.s.
To prove rate of convergence results we introduce more conditions on ψ and Λ.
Notation. Let Γ denote the set of vectors λ in G such that the intersection of the support
of ψλ := ψ
1
λ and the support of ψ has positive Lebesgue measure in Rd. Then Γ is a finite
set.
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Assumption 2.5. Let Rλ, R
i
λ and R
ij
λ be defined by (2.11); then for i, j, k, l ∈ {1, 2, ..., d}:∑
λ∈Γ
Rλ = 1,
∑
λ∈Γ
Rijλ = 0, (2.20)∑
λ∈Γ
λkR
i
λ = δi,k, (2.21)∑
λ∈Γ
λkλlR
ij
λ = δ{i,j},{k,l} for i 6= j,
∑
λ∈Γ
λkλlR
ii
λ = 2δ{i,i},{k,l}, (2.22)∑
λ∈Γ
Qij,klλ = 0 and
∑
λ∈Γ
Q˜i,kλ = 0, (2.23)
where
Qij,klλ :=
∫
Rd
zkzlDjψλ(z)D
∗
iψ(z) dz, Q˜
i,k
λ :=
∫
Rd
zkDiψλ(z)ψ(z) dz,
and for sets of indices A and B the notation δA,B means 1 when A = B and 0 otherwise.
Note that if Assumption 2.5 holds true, then for any family of real numbersXij,kl, i, j, k, l ∈
{1, ..., d} such that Xij,kl = Xji,kl we deduce from the identities (2.22) that
1
2
d∑
i,j=1
d∑
k,l=1
Xij,kl
∑
λ∈Γ
λkλlR
ij
λ =
d∑
i,j=1
Xij,ij. (2.24)
Our main result reads as follows.
Theorem 2.4. Let J ≥ 0 be an integer. Let Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold with m >
2J+ d
2
+2. Assume also Assumption 2.3 and Assumptions 2.4 and 2.5 on ψ and Λ. Then
expansion (2.9) and estimate (2.10) hold with a constant N = N(m, J, κ,K, d, ψ,Λ),
where v(0) = u is the solution of (2.1) with initial condition φ in (2.2). Moreover, in the
expansion (2.9) we have v
(j)
t = 0 for odd values of j.
Set
u¯ht (x) =
J¯∑
j=0
cju
h/2j
t (x) t ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ Gh,
with J¯ := bJ
2
c, (c0, .., cJ¯) = (1, 0..., 0)V −1, where V −1 is the inverse of the (J¯+1)× (J¯+1)
Vandermonde matrix
V ij = 2−4(i−1)(j−1), i, j = 1, 2, ..., J¯ + 1.
We make also the following assumption.
Assumption 2.6.
ψ(0) = 1 and ψ(λ) = 0 for λ ∈ G \ {0}.
Corollary 2.5. Let Assumption 2.6 and the assumptions of Theorem 2.4 hold. Then
E sup
t∈[0,T ]
∑
x∈Gh
|ut(x)− u¯ht (x)|2|h|d ≤ |h|2J+2NEK2m
for |h| ∈ (0, 1], with a constant N = N(m,K, κ, J, T, d, ψ,Λ) independent of h, where u is
the solution of (2.1)-(2.2).
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3. Preliminaries
Assumptions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4 are assumed to hold throughout this section. Recall that
| · |0,h denote the norm, and (·, ·)0,h denote the inner product in `2(Gh), i.e.,
|ϕ1|20,h := |h|d
∑
x∈Gh
ϕ21(x) , (ϕ1, ϕ2)0,h := |h|d
∑
x∈Gh
ϕ1(x)ϕ2(x)
for functions ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ `2(Gh).
Dividing by |h|d, it is easy to see that the equation (2.8) for the finite elements approx-
imation
uht (y) =
∑
x∈Gh
Uht (x)ψx(y), t ∈ [0, T ], y ∈ Rd,
can be rewritten for (Uht (x))x∈Gh as
IhUht (x) =φh(x) +
∫ t
0
(LhsUhs (x) + fhs (x)) ds
+
∫ t
0
(Mh,ρs Uhs (x) + gh,ρs (x)) dW ρs , (3.1)
t ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ Gh, where
φh(x) =
∫
Rd
φ(x+ hz)ψ(z) dz, fht (x) =
∫
Rd
ft(x+ hz)ψ(z) dz
gh,ρt (x) =
∫
Rd
gρt (x+ hz)ψ(z) dz, (3.2)
and for functions ϕ on Rd
Ihϕ(x) =
∑
λ∈Γ
Rλϕ(x+ hλ), (3.3)
Lhϕ(x) =
∑
λ∈Γ
[ 1
h2
Aht (λ, x) +
1
h
Bht (λ, x) + C
h
t (λ, x)
]
ϕ(x+ hλ), (3.4)
Mh,ρϕ(x) =
∑
λ∈Γ
[1
h
Sh,ρt (λ, x) +N
h,ρ
t (λ, x)
]
ϕ(x+ hλ), (3.5)
with
Aht (λ, x) =
∫
Rd
aijt (x+ hz)Djψλ(z)D
∗
iψ(z) dz,
Bht (λ, x) =
∫
Rd
bit(x+ hz)Diψλ(z)ψ(z) dz, C
h
t (λ, x) =
∫
Rd
ct(x+ hz)ψλ(z)ψ(z) dz,
Sh,ρt (λ, x) =
∫
Rd
σiρt (x+ hz)Diψλ(z)ψ(z) dz, N
h,ρ
t (λ, x) =
∫
Rd
νρt (x+ hz)ψλ(z)ψ(z) dz.
Remark 3.1. Notice that due to the symmetry of ψ and Λ required in (2.6), equation
(3.1) is invariant under the change of h to −h.
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Remark 3.2. Recall the definition of Γ introduced before Assumption 2.5. Clearly
Rλ = 0, A
h
t (λ, x) = B
h
t (λ, x) = C
h
t (λ, x) = S
h,ρ
t (λ, x) = N
h,ρ
t (λ, x) = 0 for λ ∈ G \ Γ,
i.e., the definition of Ih, Lht and Mh,ρt does not change if the summation there is taken
over λ ∈ G. Owing to Assumption 2.1 with m = 0 and the bounds on Rαβλ , the operators
Lht andMh,ρt are bounded linear operators on `2(Gh) such that for each h 6= 0 and t ∈ [0, T ]
|Lht ϕ|0,h ≤ Nh|ϕ|0,h,
∑
ρ
|Mh,ρt ϕ|20,h ≤ N2h |ϕ|20,h
for all ϕ ∈ `2(Gh), with a constant Nh = N(|h|, K, d, ψ,Λ). One can similarly show that
|Ihϕ|0,h ≤ N |ϕ|0,h for ϕ ∈ `2(Gh), (3.6)
with a constant N = N(K, d,Λ, ψ) independent of h. It is also easy to see that for every
φ ∈ L2 and φh defined as in (3.2) we have
|φh|0,h ≤ N |φ|L2
with a constant N = N(d,Λ, ψ) which does not depend on h; therefore
|φh|20,h +
∫ T
0
(
|fht |20,h +
∑
ρ
|gh,ρt |20,h
)
dt ≤ N2K20.
Lemma 3.1. The inequality (3.6) implies that the mapping Ih is a bounded linear operator
on `2(Gh). Owing to Assumption 2.4 it has an inverse (Ih)−1 on `2(Gh), and
|(Ih)−1ϕ|0,h ≤ 1
δ
|ϕ|0,h for ϕ ∈ `2(Gh). (3.7)
Proof. For ϕ ∈ `2(Gh) and h 6= 0 we have
(ϕ, Ihϕ)0,h = |h|d
∑
x∈Gh
ϕ(x)Ihϕ(x) = |h|d
∑
x∈Gh
∑
λ∈G
ϕ(x)(ψλ, ψ)ϕ(x+ hλ)
= |h|d
∑
x∈Gh
∑
y−x∈Gh
ϕ(x)(ψ y−x
h
, ψ)ϕ(y) = |h|d
∑
λ,µ∈G
ϕ(hµ)Rλ−µϕ(hλ)
≥ δ|h|d
∑
λ∈G
|ϕ(hλ)|2 = δ|ϕ|20,h.
Together with (3.6), this estimate implies that Ih is invertible and that (3.7) holds. 
Remark 3.2 and Lemma 3.1 imply that equation (3.1) is an (affine) linear SDE in
the Hilbert space `2(Gh), and by well-known results on solvability of SDEs with Lips-
chitz continuous coefficients in Hilbert spaces, equation (3.1) has a unique `2(Gh)-valued
continuons solution (Ut)t∈[0,T ], which we call an `2-solution to (3.1).
Now we formulate the relationship between equations (2.8) and (3.1).
Theorem 3.2. Let Assumption 2.4 hold. Then the following statements are valid.
(i) Let Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 be satisfied with m = 0, and
uht =
∑
x∈Gh
Uht (x)ψ
h
x , t ∈ [0, T ] (3.8)
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be the unique Vh-solution of (2.8); then (U
h
t )t∈[0,T ] is the unique `2-solution of (3.1).
(ii) Let Assumption 2.1 hold with m = 0. Let Φ be an `2(Gh)-valued F0-measurable
random variable, and let F = (Ft)t∈[0,T ] and Gρ = (G
ρ
t )[0,T ] be `2(Gh)-valued adapted
processes such that almost surely
K20,h := |Φ|20,h +
∫ T
0
(
|Ft|20,h +
∑
ρ
|Gρt |20,h
)
dt <∞.
Then equation (3.1) with Φ, F and Gρ in place of φh, fh and gρ,h, respectively, has a
unique `2(Gh)-solution Uh = (Uht )t∈[0,T ]. Moreover, if Assumption 2.3 also holds then
E sup
t∈[0,T ]
|Uht |20,h ≤ NEK20,h (3.9)
with a constant N = N(K, d, κ, δ,Λ, ψ) which does not depend on h.
Proof. (i) Substituting (3.8) into equation (2.8), then dividing both sides of the equation
by |h|d we obtain equation (3.1) for Uh by simple calculation. Hence by Remark 3.2 we
can see that Uh is the unique `2(G)-valued solution to (3.1).
To prove (ii) we use Remark 3.1 on the invertibility of Ih and a standard result on
solvability of SDEs in Hilbert spaces to see that equation (3.1) with Φ, F and Gρ has a
unique `2(G)-valued solution Uh. We claim that uht (·) =
∑
y∈G U
h
t (y)ψ
h
y (·) is the Vh-valued
solution of (2.8) with
φ(·) :=
∑
y∈Gh
(Ih)−1Φ(y)ψhy (·), ft(·) :=
∑
y∈Gh
(Ih)−1Ft(y)ψhy (·),
and
gρt (·) :=
∑
y∈Gh
(Ih)−1Gρt (y)ψhy (·),
respectively. Indeed, (3.3) yields
|h|−d(φ, ψhx) = |h|−d
∑
y∈Gh
(ψhy , ψ
h
x)(Ih)−1Φ(y) =
∑
y∈Gh
R y−x
h
(Ih)−1Φ(y)
= Ih{(Ih)−1Φ}(x) = Φ(x), x ∈ Gh.
In the same way we have
|h|−d(ft, ψhx) = Ft(x), |h|−d(gρt , ψhx) = Gρt (x) for x ∈ Gh,
which proves the claim. Using Remarks 2.2 and 3.1 we deduce
‖φ‖ ≤ N |(Ih)−1Φ|0,h ≤ N
δ
|Φ|0,h, ‖ft‖ ≤ N |(Ih)−1Ft|0,h ≤ N
δ
|Ft|0,h,∑
ρ
‖gρt ‖2 ≤ N2
∑
ρ
|(Ih)−1Gρt |20,h ≤
N2
δ2
∑
ρ
|Gρt |20,h
with a constant N = N(ψ,Λ). Hence by Theorem 2.3
E sup
t≤T
‖uht ‖2 ≤ NE|φ|20,h +NE
∫ T
0
(
|Ft|20,h +
∑
ρ
|Gρt |20,h
)
dt
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with N = N(K,T, κ, d, ψ,Λ, δ) independent of h, which by virtue of Remark 2.2 implies
estimate (3.9). 
4. Coefficients of the expansion
Notice that the lattice Gh and the space Vh can be “shifted” to any y ∈ Rd, i.e., we can
consider Gh(y) := Gh + y and
Vh(y) :=
{ ∑
x∈Gh(y)
U(x)ψhx : (U(x))x∈Gh(y) ∈ `2(Gh(y))
}
.
Thus equation (2.8) for uh =
∑
x∈Gh(y) U(x)ψ
h
x should be satisfied for ψx, x ∈ Gh(y).
Correspondingly, equation (3.1) can be considered for all x ∈ Rd instead of x ∈ Gh.
To determine the coefficients (v(j))kj=1 in the expansion (2.9) we differentiate formally
(3.1) in the parameter h, j times, for j = 1, 2, ..., J , and consider the system of SPDEs
we obtain for the formal derivatives
u(j) = DjhU
h
∣∣
h=0
, (4.1)
where Dh denotes differentiation in h. To this end given an integer n ≥ 1 let us first
investigate the operators I(n), L(n)t and M(n)ρt defined by
I(n)ϕ(x) = DnhIhϕ(x)
∣∣
h=0
, L(n)t ϕ(x) = DnhLht ϕ(x)
∣∣
h=0
,
M(n)ρt ϕ(x) = DnhMh,ρt ϕ(x)
∣∣
h=0
(4.2)
for ϕ ∈ C∞0 .
Lemma 4.1. Let Assumption 2.1 hold with m ≥ n+ l+ 2 for nonnegative integers l and
n. Let Assumption 2.5. also hold. Then for ϕ ∈ C∞0 and t ∈ [0, T ] we have
|I(n)ϕ|l ≤ N |ϕ|l+n, |L(n)t ϕ|l ≤ N |ϕ|l+2+n,
∑
ρ
|M(n)ρt ϕ|2l ≤ N2|ϕ|l+1+n (4.3)
with a constant N = N(K, d, l, n,Λ,Ψ) which does not depend on h.
Proof. Clearly, I(n) = ∑λ∈Γ Rλ∂nλϕ, where
∂λϕ :=
d∑
i=1
λiDiϕ. (4.4)
This shows the existence of a constant N = N(Λ, ψ, d, n) such that the first estimate
in (4.3) holds. To prove the second estimate we first claim the existence of a constant
N = N(K, d, l,Λ, ψ) such that∣∣∣DnhΦt(h, ·)∣∣h=0∣∣∣l ≤ N |ϕ|l+n+2 (4.5)
for
Φt(h, x) := h
−2∑
λ∈Γ
ϕ(x+ hλ)
∫
Rd
aijt (x+ hz)Djψλ(z)D
∗
iψ(z) dz.
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Recall the definition ofRijλ given in (2.11). To prove (4.5) we write Φt(h, x) =
∑3
i=1 Φ
(i)
t (h, x)
for h 6= 0 with
Φ
(1)
t (h, x) = h
−2∑
λ∈Γ
ϕ(x+ hλ)
∫
Rd
aijt (x)Djψλ(z)D
∗
iψ(z) dz
= h−2aijt (x)
∑
λ∈Γ
ϕ(x+ hλ)Rijλ ,
Φ
(2)
t (h, x) = h
−1∑
λ∈Γ
ϕ(x+ hλ)
∫
Rd
d∑
k=1
Dka
ij
t (x)zkDjψλ(z)D
∗
iψ(z) dz,
= h−1
∑
λ∈Γ
ϕ(x+ hλ)Daijt (x)S
ij
λ ,
for
Sijλ :=
∫
Rd
zDjψλ(z)D
∗
iψ(z) dz ∈ Rd,
and
Φ
(3)
t (h, x) =
∑
λ∈Γ
ϕ(x+ hλ)
∫
Rd
∫ 1
0
(1− ϑ)Dklaijt (x+ hϑz)zkzlDjψλ(z)D∗iψ(z) dϑ dz,
where Dkl := DkDl. Here we used Taylor’s formula
f(h) =
n∑
i=0
hi
i!
f (i)(0) +
hn+1
n!
∫ 1
0
(1− θ)nf (n+1)(hθ) dθ (4.6)
with n = 1 and f(h) := aijt (x+ hλ).
Note that Lemma 2.2 and (2.20) in Assumption 2.5 imply
Φ
(1)
t (h, x) =
1
2
aijt (x)
∑
λ∈Γ
Rijλ h
−2(ϕ(x+ hλ)− 2ϕ(x) + ϕ(x− hλ))
=
1
2
aijt (x)
∑
λ∈Γ
Rijλ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
∂2λϕ(x+ hλ(θ1 − θ2)) dθ1dθ2. (4.7)
To rewrite Φ
(2)
t (h, x) note that S
ij
−λ = −Sijλ ; indeed since ψ(−x) = ψ(x) the change of
variables y = −z implies that
Sij−λ =
∫
Rd
zDjψ(z + λ)D
∗
iψ(z)dz = −
∫
Rd
yDjψ(−y + λ)D∗iψ(−y)dy
= −
∫
Rd
yDjψ(y − λ)D∗iψ(y)dy = −Sijλ . (4.8)
Furthermore, an obvious change of variables, (4.8) and Lemma 2.2 yield
Sjiλ =
∫
Rd
zDiψ(z − λ)D∗jψ(z)dz =
∫
Rd
(z + λ)Diψ(z)D
∗
jψ(z + λ)dz
=
∫
Rd
zD∗iψ(z)Djψ−λ(z)dz + λ
∫
Rd
D∗iψ(z)Djψ−λ(z)dz
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= Sij−λ + λR
ij
−λ = −Sijλ + λRijλ .
This implies
Sjiλ + S
ij
λ = λR
ij
λ , i, j = 1, ..., d.
Note that since aijt (x) = a
ji
t (x), we deduce
Daijt (x)S
ij
λ = Da
ij
t (x)S
ji
λ =
1
2
Daijt (x)λR
ij
λ =
1
2
Rijλ ∂λa
ij
t (x), (4.9)
for ∂λF defined by (4.4). Thus the equations (4.8) and (4.9) imply
Φ
(2)
t (h, x) =
1
2
∑
λ∈Γ
h−1(ϕ(x+ hλ)− ϕ(x− hλ))Daijt (x)Sijλ
=
1
4
∑
λ∈Γ
Rijλ ∂λa
ij
t (x) 2
∫ 1
0
∂λϕ(x+ hλ(2θ − 1)) dθ. (4.10)
From (4.7) and (4.10) we get
DnhΦ
(1)
t (h, x)
∣∣
h=0
=
1
2
aijt (x)
∑
λ∈Γ
Rijλ
∫ 1
0
∫ 1
0
∂n+2λ ϕ(x)(θ1 − θ2)n dθ1dθ2,
DnhΦ
(2)
t (h, x)
∣∣
h=0
=
1
2
∑
λ∈Γ
Rijλ ∂λa
ij
∫ 1
0
∂n+1λ ϕ(x)(2θ − 1)n dθ.
Furthermore, the definition of Φ
(3)
t (h, x) yields
DnhΦ
(3)
t (h, x)
∣∣
h=0
=
∑
λ∈Γ
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
∂n−kλ ϕ(x)
∫
Rd
∫ 1
0
(1− θ)θk∂kzDklaijt (x)zkzlDjψλ(z)D∗iψ(z) dθ dz.
Using Assumption 2.1 and Remark 2.1, this completes the proof of (4.5).
Taylor’s formula (4.6) with n = 0 and f(h) := bit(x+ hz) implies
Φ˜t(h, x) : = h
−1∑
λ∈Γ
ϕ(x+ hλ)
∫
Rd
bit(x+ hz)Diψλ(z)ψ(z)dz
= Φ
(4)
t (h, x) + Φ
(5)
t (h, x),
with
Φ
(4)
t (h, x) = h
−1bit(x)
∑
λ∈Γ
ϕ(x+ hλ)Riλ,
Φ
(5)
t (h, x) =
∑
λ∈Γ
ϕ(x+ hλ)
∫
Rd
∫ 1
0
(1− θ)
d∑
k=1
Dkb
i
t(x+ hθz)zkDiψλ(z)ψ(z)dθdz.
Using Lemma 2.2 and computations similar to those used to prove (4.5) we deduce that
Φ
(4)
t (h, x) =
1
2
∑
λ∈Γ
h−1
[
ϕ(x+ hλ)− ϕ(x− hλ)]bit(x)Riλ
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= bit(x)
∑
λ∈Γ
Riλ
∫ 1
0
∂λϕ
(
x+ hλ(2θ − 1))dθ,
which yields
DnhΦ
(4)
t (h, x)
∣∣
h=0
= bit(x)
∑
λ∈Γ
Riλ∂
n+1
λ ϕ(x)
∫ 1
0
(2θ − 1)ndθ.
Furthermore, the definition of Φ(5)(h, x) implies
DnhΦ
(5)
t (h, x)
∣∣
h=0
=
∑
λ∈Γ
n∑
α=0
(
n
α
)∫
Rd
∫ 1
0
(1− θ)∂n−αλ ϕ(x)θα∂αzDαbit(x)zαDiψλ(z)ψ(z) dθ dz.
This implies the existence of a constant N = N(K, d, l,Λ, ψ) which does not depend on
h such that ∣∣∣DnhΦ˜t(h, ·)∣∣h=0∣∣∣l ≤ N |ϕ|l+n+1. (4.11)
Finally, let
Φ
(6)
t (h, x) :=
∑
λ∈Γ
ϕ(x+ hλ)
∫
Rd
ct(x+ hz)ψλ(z)ψ(z)dz.
Then we have
DnhΦ
(6)
t (h, x)
∣∣
h=0
=
∑
λ∈Γ
n∑
α=0
(
n
α
)
∂n−αλ ϕ(x)
∫
Rd
∂αz ct(x)ψλ(z)ψ(z) dz.
so that ∣∣∣DnhΦ(6)t (h, ·)∣∣h=0∣∣∣l ≤ N |ϕ|l+n (4.12)
for some constant N as above.
Since Lht ϕ(x) = Φt(h, x) + Φ˜t(h, x) + Φ(6)t (h, x), the inequalities (4.5), (4.11) and (4.12)
imply that L(n)t satisfies the estimate in (4.3); the upper estimates ofM(n),ρt can be proved
similarly. 
For an integer k ≥ 0 define the operators Lˆ(k)ht , Mˆ (k)h,ρt and Iˆ(k)h by
Lˆ
(k)h
t ϕ = Lht ϕ−
k∑
i=0
hi
i!
L(i)t ϕ, Mˆ (k)h,ρt ϕ =Mh,ρt ϕ−
k∑
i=0
hi
i!
M(i)ρt ϕ,
Iˆ(k)hϕ = Ihϕ−
k∑
i=0
hi
i!
I(i)ϕ, (4.13)
where L(0)t := Lt, M(0),ρt :=Mρt , and I(0) is the identity operator.
Lemma 4.2. Let Assumption 2.1 hold with m ≥ k+ l+ 3 for nonnegative integers k and
n. Let Assumption 2.5 also hold. Then for ϕ ∈ C∞0 we have
|Lˆ(k)ht ϕ|l ≤ N |h|k+1|ϕ|l+k+3,
∑
ρ
|Mˆ (k)h,ρt ϕ|2l ≤ N2|h|2k+2|ϕ|2l+k+2.
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|Iˆ(k)hϕ|l ≤ N |h|k+1|ϕ|k+1,
for a constant N which does not depend on h.
Proof. We obtain the estimate for Lˆ
(k)h
t by applying Taylor’s formula (4.6) to f(h) :=
Φ
(i)
t (h, x) for i = 1, ..., 6 defined in the proof of Lemma 4.1, and by estimating the remain-
der term
hk+1
k!
∫ 1
0
(1− θ)kf (k+1)(hθ) dθ
using the Minkowski inequality. Recall that Ltϕ(x) = L(0)t ϕ(x). Using Assumption
2.5 we prove that L(0)t ϕ(x) = limh→0 Lht ϕ(x). We have Lht ϕ(x) =
∑6
i=1 Φ
(i)
t (h, x) for
h 6= 0. The proof of Lemma 4.1 shows that Φ˜(i)t (0, x) := limh→0 Φ(i)t (h, x) exist and we
identify these limits. Using (4.7), (4.10) and (2.24) with Xij,kl = a
ij
t (x)Dklϕ(x) (resp.
Xij,kl = ∂ka
ij
t (x)∂lϕ(x)) we deduce
Φ˜
(1)
t (0, x) =
∑
i,j
1
2
aijt (x)
∑
k,l
DkDlϕ(x)
∑
λ∈Γ
λkλlR
ij
λ =
∑
i,j
aijt (x)Dijϕ(x)
Φ˜
(2)
t (0, x) =
1
2
∑
i,j
∑
k,l
∂ka
ij
t (x)∂lϕ(x)
∑
λ∈Γ
λkλlR
ij
λ =
∑
i,j
∂ia
ij
t (x)∂jϕ(x),
which implies that Φ˜
(1)
t (0, x) + Φ˜
(2)
t (0, x) = Di
(
aijt Djϕ
)
(x). The first identity in (2.23)
(resp. (2.21), the second identity in (2.23) and the first identity in (2.20)) imply
Φ˜
(3)
t (0, x) =
1
2
ϕ(x)
∑
k,l
∑
i,j
Dkla
ij
t (x)
∑
λ∈Γ
Qij,klλ = 0,
Φ˜
(4)
t (0, x) =
∑
i
bit(x)
∑
k
∂kϕ(x)
∑
λ∈Γ
Riλλk =
∑
i
bit(x)∂iϕ(x),
Φ˜
(5)
t (0, x) =
1
2
ϕ(x)
∑
k
∑
i
Dkb
i
t(x)
∑
λ∈Γ
Q˜i,kλ = 0,
Φ˜
(6)
t (0, x) =ϕ(x)ct(x)
∑
λ∈Γ
Rλ = ϕ(x)ct(x).
This completes the identification of Lt as the limit of Lht . Using once more the
Minkowski inequality and usual estimates, we prove the upper estimates of the H l norm
of Lˆ
(k)h
t ϕ. The other estimates can be proved similarly. 
Assume that Assumption 2.2 is satisfied with m ≥ J + 1 for an integer J ≥ 0. A simple
computation made for differentiable functions in place of the formal ones introduced in
(4.1) shows the following identities
φ(i)(x) =
∫
Rd
∂izφ(x)ψ(z) dz, f
(i)
t (x) =
∫
Rd
∂izft(x)ψ(z) dz, g
(i)ρ
t (x) =
∫
Rd
∂izg
ρ
t (x)ψ(z) dz,
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where ∂izϕ is defined iterating (4.4), while φ
h, fht and g
h,ρ
t are defined in (3.2). Set
φˆ(J)h :=φh −
J∑
i=0
hi
i!
φ(i), fˆ
(J)h
t := f
h
t −
J∑
i=0
hi
i!
f
(i)
t and gˆ
(J)hρ
t := g
h,ρ
t −
J∑
i=0
g
(i)ρ
t
hi
i!
. (4.14)
Lemma 4.3. Let Assumption 2.1 holds with m ≥ l + J + 1 for nonnegative integers J
and l. Then there is a constant N = N(J, l, d, ψ) independent of h such that
|φˆ(J)h|l ≤ |h|J+1N |φ|l+1+J , |fˆ (J)ht |l ≤ N |h|J+1|ft|l+1+J , |gˆ(J)hρt |l ≤ N |h|J+1|gρt |l+1+J .
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to prove the estimate for φˆ(J)h, and we may assume that φ ∈ C∞0 .
Applying Taylor formula (4.6) to f(h) = φh(x) for the remainder term we have
φˆ(J)h(x) =
hJ+1
J !
∫ 1
0
∫
Rd
(1− θ)J∂J+1z φ(x+ θhz)ψ(z) dz.
Hence by Minkowski’s inequality and the shift invariance of the Lebesgue measure we get
|φˆ(J)h(x)| ≤ h
J+1
J !
∫ 1
0
∫
Rd
(1− θ)J |∂J+1z φ(·+ θhz)|l|ψ(z)| dz ≤ NhJ+1|φ|l+J+1
with a constant N = N(J,m, d, ψ) which does not depend on h. 
Differentiating formally equation (3.1) with respect to h at 0 and using the definition
of I(i) in (4.2), we obtain the following system of SPDEs:
dv
(i)
t +
∑
1≤j≤i
(
i
j
)
I(j)dv(i−j)t =
{
L(0)t v(i)t + f (i)t +
∑
1≤j≤i
(
i
j
)
L(j)t v(i−j)t
}
dt
+
{
M(0)ρt v(i)t + g(i)ρt +
∑
1≤j≤i
(
i
j
)
M(j)ρt v(i−j)t
}
dW ρt , (4.15)
v
(i)
0 (x) = φ
(i)(x), (4.16)
for i = 1, 2, ...., J , t ∈ [0, T ] and x ∈ Rd, where L(0)t = Lt, M(0)ρt = Mρt , and v(0) = u is
the solution to (2.1)-(2.2).
Theorem 4.4. Let Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold with m ≥ J+1 for an integer J ≥ 1. Let
Assumptions 2.3 through 2.5 be also satisfied. Then (4.15)-(4.16) has a unique solution
(v(0), ..., v(J)) such that v(n) ∈ Wm+1−n2 (0, T ) for every n = 0, 1, ..., J . Moreover, v(n) is a
Hm−n-valued continuous adapted process, and for every n = 0, 1, ..., J
E sup
t≤T
|v(n)t |2m−n + E
∫ T
0
|v(n)t |2m+1−n dt ≤ NEK2m (4.17)
with a constant N = N(m, J, d, T,Λ, ψ, κ) independent of h, and Km defined in (2.5).
Proof. The proof is based on an induction argument. We can solve this system consecu-
tively for i = 1, 2, ..., J , by noticing that for each i = 1, 2, ..., k the equation for v(i) does
not contain v(n) for n = i+ 1, ..., J . For i = 1 we have v
(1)
0 = φ
(1) and
dv
(1)
t + I(1)dut ={Ltv(1)t + f (1)t + L(1)t ut} dt
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+ {Mρt v(1)t + g(1)ρt +M(1)ρt ut} dW ρt ,
i.e.,
dv
(1)
t = (Ltv(1)t + f¯ (1)t ) dt+ (Mρt v(1)t + g¯(1)ρt ) dW ρt ,
with
f¯
(1)
t :=f
(1)
t − I(1)ft + (L(1)t − I(1)Lt)ut,
g¯
(1)ρ
t :=g
(1)ρ
t − I(1)gρt + (M(1)ρt − I(1)Mρt )ut.
By virtue of Theorem 2.1 this equation has a unique solution v(1) and
E sup
t≤T
|v(1)t |2m−1 + E
∫ T
0
|v(1)t |2m dt
≤ NE|φ(1)|2m−1 +NE
∫ T
0
(|f¯ (1)t |2m−2 + |g¯(1)t |2m−1) dt.
Clearly, Lemma 4.1 implies
|φ(1)|2m−1 ≤ N |φ|2m, |f (1)t |m−2 + |I(1)ft|m−2 ≤ N |ft|m−1, |g(1)ρt − I(1)gρt |m−1 ≤ N |gρt |m,
|(L(1)t − I(1)Lt)u|m−2 ≤ N |u|m+1,
∑
ρ
|(M(1)ρt − I(1)Mρt )u|2m−1 ≤ N2|u|2m+1,
with a constant N = N(d,K,Λ, ψ,m) which does not depend on h. Hence for m ≥ 1
E sup
t≤T
|v(1)t |2m−1 + E
∫ T
0
|v(1)t |2m dt
≤ NE|φ|2m +NE
∫ T
0
(|ft|2m−1 + |gt|2m + |ut|2m+1) dt ≤ NEK2m.
Let j ≥ 2. Assume that for every i < j the equation for v(i) has a unique solution such
that (4.15) holds and that its equation can be written as v
(i)
0 = φ
(i) and
dv
(i)
t = (Ltv(i)t + f¯ (i)t ) dt+ (Mρt v(i)t + g¯(i)ρt ) dW ρt
with adapted processes f¯ (i) and g¯(i)ρ taking values in Hm−i−1 and Hm−i respectively, such
that
E
∫ T
0
(|f¯ (i)t |2m−i−1 + |g¯(i)t |2m−i) dt ≤ NEK2m (4.18)
with a constant N = N(K, J,m, d, T, κ,Λ, ψ) independent of h. Hence
E
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|v(i)t |2m−i +
∫ T
0
|v(i)t |2m+1−idt
)
≤ NEK2m, i = 1, ..., j − 1. (4.19)
Then for v(j) we have
dv
(j)
t = (Ltv(j)t + f¯ (j)t ) dt+ (Mρt v(j)t + g¯(j)ρt ) dW ρt , v(j)0 = φ(j), (4.20)
with
f¯
(j)
t :=f
(j)
t +
∑
1≤i≤j
(
j
i
)(L(i)t − I(i)Lt)v(j−i)t − ∑
1≤i≤j
(
j
i
)
I(i)f¯ (j−i)t ,
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g¯
(j)ρ
t :=g
(j)ρ
t +
∑
1≤i≤j
(
j
i
)(M(i)ρt − I(i)Mρt )v(j−i)t − ∑
1≤i≤j
(
j
i
)
I(i)g¯(j−i)ρt .
Note that |f (j)t |m−1−j ≤ N |ft|m−1 ; by virtue of Lemma 4.1, and by the inequalities (4.18)
and (4.19) we have
E
∫ T
0
|(L(i)t − I(i)Lt)v(j−i)t |2m−j−1 dt ≤ NE
∫ T
0
|v(j−i)t |2m−j+1+i dt ≤ NEK2m,
E
∫ T
0
|I(i)f¯ (j−i)t |2m−j−1 dt ≤ NE
∫ T
0
|f¯ (j−i)t |m−j+i−1 dt ≤ NEK2m,
where N = N(K, J, d, T, κ, ψ,Λ) denotes a constant which can be different on each occur-
rence. Consequently,
E
∫ T
0
|f¯ (j)t |2m−j−1 dt ≤ NEK2m,
and we can get similarly
E
∫ T
0
|g¯(j)t |2m−j dt ≤ NEK2m.
Hence (4.20) has a unique solution v(j), and Theorem 2.1 implies that the estimate (4.17)
holds for v(j) in place of v(n). This completes the induction and the proof of the theorem.

Recall that the norm | · |0,h has been defined in (2.7).
Corollary 4.5. Let Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold with m > d
2
+J+1 for an integer J ≥ 1.
Let Assumptions 2.3 through 2.5 be also satisfied. Then almost surely v(i) is continuous
in (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]×Rd for i ≤ J , and its restriction to Gh is an adapted continuous `2(Gh)-
valued process. Moreover, almost surely (4.15)-(4.16) hold for all x ∈ Rd and t ∈ [0, T ],
and
E sup
t∈[0,T ]
sup
x
|v(j)t (x)|2 + E sup
t≤T
|v(j)t |20,h ≤ NEK2m, j = 1, 2, ..., J.
for some constant N = N(m, J, d, T,Λ, ψ, κ) independent of h.
One can obtain this corollary from Theorem 4.4 by a standard application of Sobolev’s
embedding of Hm into C2b for m > 2 + d/2 and by using the following known result; see,
for example [7], Lemma 4.2.
Lemma 4.6. Let ϕ ∈ Hm for m > d/2. Then there is a constant N = N(d,Λ) such that
|Iϕ|20,h ≤ N |ϕ|2m,
where I denotes the Sobolev embedding operator from Hm into Cb(Rd).
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5. Proof of Theorem 2.4
Define a random field rh by
rht (x) := u
h
t (x)−
∑
0≤i≤J
v
(i)
t (x)
hi
i!
, (5.1)
where (v(1), ..., v(J)) is the solution of (4.15) and (4.16).
Theorem 5.1. Let Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold with m > d
2
+ 2J + 2 for an integer
J ≥ 0. Let Assumptions 2.3 through 2.5 be also satisfied. Then rh is an `2(Gh)-solution
of the equation
Ihdrht (x) =
(Lht rht (x) + F ht (x)) dt+ (Mh,ρt rht (x) +Gh,ρt (x)) dW ρt , (5.2)
rh0 (x) =φˆ
(J)h(x), (5.3)
where F h and Gh are adapted `2(Gh)-valued such that for all h 6= 0 with |h| ≤ 1
E
∫ T
0
(|F ht |2`2(Gh) + |Ght |2`2(Gh)) dt ≤ N |h|2(J+1)EK2m, (5.4)
where N = N(m,K, J, d, T, κ,Λ, ψ) is a constant which does not depend on h.
Proof. Using (5.1), the identity uht (x) = U
h
t (x) for x ∈ Gh which is deduced from As-
sumption 2.6 and equation (3.1), we deduce that for x ∈ Gh,
d
(Ihrht (x)) = dIhUht − J∑
i=0
hi
i!
Ihdv(i)t (x)
=
[LhtUht (x) + fht (x)]dt+ [Mh,ρt Uht (x) + gh,ρt (x)]dW ρt − J∑
i=0
hi
i!
Ihdv(i)t (x)
)
.
=Lht rht (x)dt+
[
Lht
J∑
i=0
hi
i!
v
(i)
t (x) + f
h
t (x)
]
dt+Mh,ρt rht (x)dW ρt
+
[
Mh,ρt
J∑
i=0
hi
i!
v
(i)
t (x) + g
h,ρ
t (x)
]
dW ρt −
J∑
i=0
hi
i!
Ihdv(i)t (x). (5.5)
Taking into account Corollary 4.5, in the definition of dv
(i)
t (x) in (4.15) we set
dv
(i)
t (x) =
[
B(i)t(x) + F (i)t(x)
]
dt+
[
σ(i)ρt (x) +G(i)
ρ
t (x)
]
dW ρt , (5.6)
where B(i)t (resp. σ(i)
ρ
t ) contains the operators L(j) (resp. M(j)ρt ) for 0 ≤ j ≤ i while
F (i)t (resp. G(i)
ρ
t ) contains all the free terms f
(j)
t (resp. g
(j)ρ
t ) for 1 ≤ j ≤ i. We at first
focus on the deterministic integrals. Using the recursive definition of the processes v(i) in
(4.15), it is easy to see that
B(i)t +
∑
1≤j≤i
(
i
j
)
I(j)B(i− j)t =
i∑
j=0
(
i
j
)
L(j)t v(i−j)t , (5.7)
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F (i)t +
∑
1≤j≤i
(
i
j
)
I(j)F (i− j)t =f (i)t . (5.8)
In the sequel, to ease notations we will not mention the space variable x. Using the
expansion of Lht , Ih and the definitions of Lˆ(J),ht and Iˆ(J),h in (4.13), the expansion of fht
and the definition of fˆ
(J)h
t given in (4.14) together with the definition of dv
(i)
t in (5.6), we
deduce [
Lht
J∑
i=0
hi
i!
v
(i)
t + f
h
t
]
dt−
J∑
i=0
hi
i!
Ih[B(i)ht + F (i)t ] = 6∑
j=1
T ht (i)dt,
where
T ht (1) =
J∑
i=0
i∑
j=0
hj
j!
hi−j
(i− j)!
[L(j)t v(i−j)t − I(j)B(i)t],
T ht (2) =
J∑
i=0
∑
0≤j≤J
i+j≥J+1
hi
i!
hj
j!
[L(i)t v(j)t − I(i)B(j)t],
T ht (3) =Lˆ(J),ht
J∑
i=0
hi
i!
v
(i)
t − Iˆ(J),h
J∑
i=0
hi
i!
B(i)t,
T ht (4) =
J∑
i=0
hi
i!
f
(i)
t −
J∑
i=0
i∑
j=0
hj
j!
hi−j
(i− j)!I
(j)F (i− j)t,
T ht (5) =−
J∑
i=0
∑
0≤j≤J
i+j≥J+1
hi
i!
hj
j!
I(j)F (i)t,
T ht (6) =fˆ (J)ht −
J∑
i=0
hi
i!
Iˆ(J)hf
(i)
t .
Equation (4.15) implies
T ht (1) =
J∑
i=0
hi
i!
[
L(0)t v(i)t +
i∑
j=1
(
i
j
)
L(j)t v(i−j)t −B(i)t −
i∑
j=1
(
i
j
)
I(j)B(i− j)t
]
.
Using the recursive equation (5.7) we deduce that for every h > 0 and t ∈ [0, T ],
T ht (1) = 0. (5.9)
A similar computation based on (5.8) implies
T ht (4) = 0. (5.10)
In T ht (2) all terms have a common factor hJ+1. We prove an upper estimate of
E
∫ T
0
|L(i)t v(j)t |20,h dt
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for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ J . Let I denote the Sobolev embedding operator from Hk to Cb(Rd) for
k > d/2. Lemma 4.6, inequalities (4.3) and (4.17) imply that for k > d/2,
E
∫ T
0
|IL(i)t v(j)t |20,hdt ≤ NE
∫ T
0
|L(i)t v(j)t |2kdt ≤ NE
∫ T
0
|v(j)t |2i+k+2dt ≤ NEK2i+j+k+1,
where the constant N does not depend on h and changes from one upper estimate to the
next. Clearly, for 0 ≤ i, j ≤ J with i + j ≥ J + 1, we have i + j + k + 1 > 2J + 1 + d
2
.
Similar computations prove that for i, j ∈ {0, ..., J} with i+ j ≥ J + 1 and k > d
2
,
E
∫ T
0
∣∣II(i)B(j)t∣∣20,h dt ≤ N j∑
l=0
E
∫ T
0
∣∣L(l)t v(j−l)t ∣∣2k+i dt
≤ N
j∑
l=0
E
∫ T
0
∣∣v(j−l)t ∣∣2k+i+l+2 dt
≤ NEK2k+i+j+1.
These upper estimates imply the existence of some constant N independent of h such
that for |h| ∈ (0, 1] and k > d
2
E
∫ T
0
|T ht (2)|20,h ds ≤ N |h|2(J+1)EK2k+2J+1. (5.11)
We next find an upper estimate of the | · |0,h norm of both terms in T ht (3). Using Lemmas
4.6, 4.2 and (4.17) we deduce that for k > d
2
E
∫ T
0
∣∣∣ILˆ(J),ht J∑
i=0
hi
i!
v
(i)
t
∣∣∣2
0,h
dt ≤NE
∫ T
0
∣∣∣Lˆ(J),ht J∑
i=0
hi
i!
v
(i)
t
∣∣∣2
k
dt
≤N |h|2(J+1)
J∑
i=0
∫ T
0
∣∣v(i)t ∣∣2k+J+3dt
≤N |h|2(J+1)EK2k+2J+2,
where N is a constant independent of h with |h| ∈ (0, 1]. Furthermore, similar computa-
tions yield for k > d
2
and |h| ∈ (0, 1]
E
∫ T
0
∣∣∣IIˆ(J),h J∑
i=0
hi
i!
B(i)t
∣∣∣2
0,h
dt ≤NE
∫ T
0
∣∣∣ J∑
i=0
hi
i!
Iˆ(J),hB(i)t
∣∣∣2
k
dt
≤N |h|2(J+1)E
∫ T
0
J∑
i=0
∣∣∣ i∑
l=0
(
i
l
)
L(l)t v(i−l)t
∣∣∣2
k+J+1
dt
≤N |h|2(J+1)
J∑
i=0
i∑
l=0
|v(i−l)t |2k+J+l+3dt
≤N |h|2(J+1)EK2k+2J+2.
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Hence we deduce the existence of a constant N independent of h such that for |h| ∈ (0, 1],
E
∫ T
0
|T ht (3)|20,hdt ≤ N |h|2(J+1)EK2k+2J+2, (5.12)
where k > d
2
.
We next compute an upper estimate of the | · |0,h norm of T ht (5). All terms have
a common factor h(J+1). Recall that I(0) = Id. The induction equation (5.8) shows
that F (i)t is a linear combination of terms of the form Φ(i)t :=
(I(a1))k1 ...(I(ai))kift
for ap, kp ∈ {0, ..., i} for 1 ≤ p ≤ i with
∑i
p=1 apkp = i, and of terms of the form
Ψ(i)t :=
(I(b1))l1 ...(I(bi−j))li−jf (j)t for 1 ≤ j ≤ i, bp, lp ∈ {0, ..., i − j} for 1 ≤ p ≤ i − j
with
∑i−j
p=1 bplp + j = i. Using Lemmas 4.6 and 4.1 we obtain for k >
d
2
, i, j = 1, ...J
E
∫ T
0
|II(j)Φ(i)t|20,hdt ≤NE
∫ T
0
|I(j)Φ(i)t(x)|2k dt
≤NE
∫ T
0
|Φ(i)t|2k+jdt
≤NE
∫ T
0
|ft|2k+j+a1k1+···aikidt
≤NE
∫ T
0
|ft|2k+i+jdt ≤ NEK2k+i+j.
A similar computation yields
E
∫ T
0
|II(j)Ψ(i)t|20,h dt ≤NE
∫ T
0
|f (i)t |2k+j+b1l1+···+bi−j li−j dt
≤NE
∫ T
0
|ft|2k+j+(i−j)+j dt
≤NEK2k+i+j.
These upper estimates imply that for k > d
2
, there exists some constant N independent
on h such that for |h| ∈ (0, 1)
E
∫ T
0
|T ht (5)|20,h dt ≤ N |h|2(J+1)EK2k+2J . (5.13)
We finally prove an upper estimate of the | · |0,h-norm of both terms in T ht (6). Using
Lemmas 4.6 and 4.3, we obtain for k > d
2
,
E
∫ T
0
∣∣Ifˆ (J)ht ∣∣20,h dt ≤NE ∫ T
0
∣∣fˆ (J)ht ∣∣2kdt
≤N |h|2(J+1)E
∫ T
0
|ft|2k+J+1dt
≤N |h|2(J+1)EK2k+J+1,
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where N is a constant which does not depend on h. Furthermore, Lemmas 4.6 and 4.2
yield for k > d
2
and |h| ∈ (0, 1],
E
∫ T
0
∣∣∣I J∑
i=0
hi
i!
Iˆ(J)hf
(i)
t
∣∣∣2
0,h
dt ≤NE
∫ T
0
∣∣∣ J∑
i=0
hi
i!
Iˆ(J)hf
(i)
t
∣∣∣2
k
dt
≤N |h|2(J+1)E
∫ T
0
J∑
i=0
|f (i)t |2k+J+1dt
≤N |h|2(J+1)EK2k+2J+1,
for some constant N independent of h. Hence we deduce that for some constant N which
does not depend on h and k > d
2
, we have for |h| ∈ (0, 1]
E
∫ T
0
|T ht (6)|20,h dt ≤ N |h|2(J+1)EK2k+2J+1. (5.14)
Similar computations can be made for the coefficients of the stochastic integrals. The
upper bounds of the corresponding upper estimates in (5.11) and (5.12) are still valid
because the operators Mρt are first order operators while the operator Lt is a second
order one. This implies that all operatorsMh,ρt ,M(i)ρt and Mˆ (J)ht contain less derivatives
than the corresponding ones deduced from Lt.
Using the expansion (5.5), the upper estimates (5.9)-(5.14) for the coefficients of the
deterministic and stochastic integrals, we conclude the proof. 
We now complete the proof of our main result.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. By virtue of Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 5.1 we have for |h| ∈ (0, 1]
E sup
t∈[0,T ]
|rht |20,h ≤ NE|φˆ(J)h|20,h +NE
∫ T
0
(|F h|20,h + |Gh|20,h) dt ≤ |h|2(J+1)NEK2m.
Using Remark 3.1 we have U−ht = U
h
t for t ∈ [0, T ] a.s. Hence from the expansion (2.9)
we obtain that v(j) = −v(j) for odd j, which completes the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
6. Some examples of finite elements
In this section we propose three examples of finite elements which satisfy Assumptions
2.4, 2.5 and 2.6.
6.1. Linear finite elements in dimension 1. Consider the following classical linear
finite elements on R defined as follows:
ψ(x) =
(
1− |x|) 1{|x|≤1}. (6.1)
Let Λ = {−1, 0, 1}; clearly ψ and Λ satisfy the symmetry condition (2.6). Recall that Γ
denotes the set of elements λ ∈ G such that the intersection of the support of ψλ := ψ1λ and
of the support of ψ has a positive Lebesgue measure. Then Γ = {−1, 0, 1}, the function
ψ is clearly non negative,
∫
R ψ(x)dx = 1, ψ(x) = 0 for x ∈ Z \ {0} and Assumption 2.6
clearly holds.
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Simple computations show that
R0 = 2
∫ 1
0
x2dx =
2
3
, R−1 = R1 =
∫ 1
0
x(1− x)dx = 1
6
.
Hence
∑
λ∈ΓRλ = 1. Furthermore, given any z = (zn) ∈ `2(Z) we have using the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality:∑
n∈Z
(2
3
z2n +
1
6
znzn−1 +
1
6
znzn+1
)
≥ 2
3
‖z‖2 − 1
6
∑
n∈Z
(
z2n + z
2
n+1
)
=
1
3
‖z‖2.
Hence Assumption 2.4 is satisfied. Easy computations show that for  ∈ {−1, 1} we have
R110 = −2, R11 = 1, R10 = 0 and R1 =

2
.
Hence
∑
λ∈ΓR
11
λ = 0, which completes the proof of (2.20). Furthermore,
∑
λ∈Γ λR
1
λ = 1,
which proves (2.21) while
∑
λ∈Γ λ
2R11λ = 2, which proves (2.22).
Finally, we have for  ∈ {−1, 1}
Q11,110 = −
2
3
, Q11,11 =
1
3
, Q˜110 = 0 and Q˜
11
 = −

6
.
This clearly implies
∑
λ∈Γ Q
11,11
λ = 0 and
∑
λ∈Γ Q˜
11
λ = 0, which completes the proof of
(2.23); therefore, Assumption 2.5 is satisfied.
The following example is an extension of the previous one to any dimension.
6.2. A general example. Consider the following finite elements on Rd defined as follows:
let ψ be defined on Rd by ψ(x) = 0 if x /∈ (−1,+1]d and
ψ(x) =
d∏
k=1
(
1− |xk|
)
for x = (x1, ..., xd) ∈ (−1,+1]d. (6.2)
The function ψ is clearly non negative and
∫
Rd ψ(x)dx = 1. Let Λ = {0, kek, k ∈{−1,+1}, k = 1, ..., d}. Then ψ and Λ satisfy the symmetry condition (2.6). Furthermore,
ψ(x) = 0 for x ∈ Zd \ {0}; Assumption 2.6 clearly holds.
These finite elements also satisfy all requirements in Assumptions 2.4–2.5. Even if these
finite elements are quite classical in numerical analysis, we were not able to find a proof
of these statements in the literature. To make the paper self-contained the corresponding
easy but tedious computations are provided in an Appendix.
6.3. Linear finite elements on triangles in the plane. We suppose that d = 2
and want to check that the following finite elements satisfy Assumptions 2.4-2.6. For
i = 1, ..., 6, let τi be the triangles defined as follows:
τ1 = {x ∈ R2 : 0 ≤ x2 ≤ x1 ≤ 1}, τ2 = {x ∈ R2 : 0 ≤ x1 ≤ x2 ≤ 1},
τ3 = {x ∈ R2 : 0 ≤ x2 ≤ 1, x2 − 1 ≤ x1 ≤ 0}, τ4 = {x ∈ R2 : −1 ≤ x1 ≤ x2 ≤ 0},
τ5 = {x ∈ R2 : −1 ≤ x2 ≤ x1 ≤ 0}, τ6 = {x ∈ R2 : 0 ≤ x1 ≤ 1, x1 − 1 ≤ x2 ≤ 0}. (6.3)
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Let ψ be the function defined by:
ψ(x) = 1− |x1| on τ1 ∪ τ4, ψ(x) = 1− |x2| on τ2 ∪ τ5,
ψ(x) = 1− |x1 − x2| on τ3 ∪ τ6, and ψ(x) = 0 otherwise. (6.4)
It is easy to see that the function ψ is non negative and that
∫
R2 ψ(x)dx = 1. Set
Λ = {0, e1,−e1, e2,−e2}; the function ψ and the set Λ fulfill the symmetry condition
(2.6).
Furthermore, Γ =
{
1e1 + 2e2 : (1, 2) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}2, 12 ∈ {0, 1}
}
. Hence ψ satisfies
Assumption 2.6.
For i = (i1, i2) ∈ Z2, let ψi the function defined by
ψi(x1, x2) = ψ
(
(x1, x2)− i
)
.
For γ = 1, 2, ..., 6, we denote by τγ(i) =
{
(x1, x2) : (x1, x2)− i ∈ τγ
}
. Then
D1ψi = −1 on τ1(i) ∪ τ6(i) and D1ψi = 1 on τ3(i) ∪ τ4(i),
D2ψi = −1 on τ2(i) ∪ τ3(i) and D2ψi = 1 on τ5(i) ∪ τ6(i),
D1ψi = 0 on τ2(i) ∪ τ5(i) and D2ψi = 0 on τ1(i) ∪ τ4(i).
Easy computations show that for i ∈ Z2, and k ∈ {i + λ : λ ∈ Γ}
(ψi, ψi) =
1
2
, (ψi, ψk) =
1
12
,
and (ψi, ψj) = 0 otherwise. Thus∑
λ∈Γ
Rλ =
∑
λ∈Γ
(ψ, ψλ) =
1
2
+ 6× 1
12
= 1,
which proves the first identity in (2.20). First we check that given any α ∈ (0, 1) by
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have some positive constants C1 and C2 such that
|
∑
i
Uiψi|2L2 ≥
∑
i
∫ α
0
dx1
∫ x1
0
∣∣(1− x1)Ui + (x1 − x2)Ui+e1 + x2Ui+e1+e2∣∣2dx2
+
∑
i
∫ α
0
dx2
∫ x2
0
∣∣(1− x2)Ui + (x2 − x1)Ui+e2 + x1Ui+e1+e2∣∣∣2dx1
≥‖U‖2(α2 − C1α3 − C2α4)
for all (Ui) ∈ `2(Z2). Hence, by taking α ∈ (0, 1) such that 1 − C1α − C2α2 ≥ 12 , we see
that Assumption 2.4 is satisfied.
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We next check the compatibility conditions in Assumption 2.5. Easy computations
prove that for k = 1, 2 and l ∈ {1, 2} with l 6= k, k, l ∈ {−1, 1} we have
(Dkψ,Dkψ) =2, (Dkψ,Dkψkek) = −1, (Dkψ,Dkψlel) = 0,
(Dkψ,Dkψλ) =0 for λ = 1e1 + 2e2, 12 = 1,
while
(Dkψ,Dlψ) = −1, (Dkψ,Dlψkek) = (Dkψ,Dlψlel) =
1
2
,
(Dkψ,Dlψλ) = −1
2
for λ = 1e1 + 2e2, 12 = 1.
Hence for any k, l = 1, 2 and l 6= k we have∑
λ∈Γ
(Dkψ,Dkψλ) = 2 + 2× (−1) = 0,
∑
λ∈Γ
(Dkψ,Dlψλ) = −1 + 4× 1
2
+ 2× (− 1
2
)
= 0.
This completes the proof of equation
∑
λ∈ΓR
ij
λ = 0 and hence of equation (2.20). Fur-
thermore, given k, l = 1, 2 with k 6= l we have for α = k or α = l:∑
λ∈Γ
Rkkλ λkλk = −
∑
λ∈Γ
(Dkψ,Dkψλ)λkλk = 2× 12 = 2,∑
λ∈Γ
Rkkλ λlλl = −
∑
λ∈Γ
(Dkψ,Dkψλ)λlλl = 0,∑
λ∈Γ
Rkkλ λkλl = −
∑
λ∈Γ
(Dkψ,Dkψλ)λkλl = 0,
∑
λ∈Γ
Rklλ λkλl = −
∑
λ∈Γ
(Dkψ,Dlψλ)λkλl =
1
2
× 12 + 1
2
(−1)2 = 1,∑
λ∈Γ
Rklλ λαλα = −
∑
λ∈Γ
(Dkψ,Dlψλ)λαλα = 0.
The last identities come from the fact that (Dkψ,Dlψek) , (Dkψ,Dlψel) or (Dkψ,Dlψ(e1+e2)
agree for  = −1 and  = 1. This completes the proof of equation (2.22).
We check the third compatibility condition. Using Lemma 2.2 we deduce for k, l = 1, 2
with k 6= l and  ∈ {−1,+1}
(Dkψ, ψ) = 0, (Dkψek , ψ) =

3
,
(Dkψel , ψ) = −

6
, (Dkψ(e1+e2), ψ) =

6
.
Therefore, using Lemma 2.2 we deduce that∑
λ∈Γ
(Dkψλ, ψ)λk =
1
3
+ (−1)× (− 1
3
)
+
1
6
+ (−1)× (− 1
6
)
= 1,
∑
λ∈Γ
(Dkψλ, ψ)λl = −1
6
+
1
6
× (−1) + 1
6
− 1
6
× (−1) = 0.
This completes the proof of equation (2.21).
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Let us check the first identity in (2.23). Recall that
Qij,klλ = −
∫
R2
zkzlDiψ(z)Djψλ(z)dz
and suppose at first that i = j. Then we have for k 6= i, α 6= i, k 6= l and  ∈ {−1,+1}
Qii,ii0 = −
2
3
, Qii,iiei =
1
3
, Qii,iieα = Q
ii,ii
(ei+eα)
= 0,
Qii,kk0 = −
1
3
, Qii,kkei =
1
6
, Qii,kkek = Q
ii,ii
(ei+ek)
= 0,
Qii,kl0 = −
1
6
, Qii,klei =
1
12
, Qii,kleα = Q
ii,ii
(ei+eα)
= 0.
Suppose that i 6= j; then for k 6= l and  ∈ {−1,+1} we have
Qij,ii0 =
1
6
, Qij,iiej = −
1
12
, Qij,iiei = −
1
4
, Qij,ii(ei+ej) =
1
4
,
Qij,jj0 =
1
6
, Qij,jjei = −
1
12
, Qij,jjej = −
1
12
, Qij,jj(ei+ej) =
1
12
,
Qij,kl0 = −
1
12
, Qij,klej =
1
24
, Qij,klei = −
1
8
, Qij,kl(ei+ej) =
1
8
.
The above equalities prove
∑
λ∈ΓQ
ij,kl
λ = 0 for any choice of i, j, k, l = 1, 2. Hence the
first identity in (2.23) is satisfied.
We finally check the second identity in (2.23). Recall that Q˜i,kλ =
∫
R2 zkDiψλ(z)ψ(z)dz.
For i = k ∈ {1, 2}, j ∈ {1, 2} with i 6= j and  ∈ {−1,+1} we have
Q˜i,i0 = −
3
12
, Q˜i,iei =
3
24
, Q˜i,iej = −
1
24
, Q˜i,i(ei+ej) =
1
24
.
Hence
∑
λ∈Γ Q˜
i,i
λ = 0. Let i 6= k; then for  ∈ {−1,+1} we have
Q˜i,k0 = Q˜
i,k
ei
= 0, Q˜i,kek = −
1
12
, Q˜i,k(ei+ek) =
1
12
.
Hence
∑
λ∈Γ Q˜
i,k
λ = 0 for any choice of i, k = 1, 2, which concludes the proof of (2.23)
Therefore, the function ψ defined by (6.4) satisfies all Assumptions 2.4-2.6.
7. Appendix
The aim of this section is to prove that the example described in 6.2 satisfies Assump-
tions 2.4 and 2.5.
For k = 1, ..., d, let ek ∈ Zd denote the k-th unit vector of Rd; then G = Zd and
Γ =
{ d∑
k=1
kek : k ∈ {−1, 0, 1} for k = 1, ..., d
}
.
For fixed k = 1, ..., d (resp. k 6= l ∈ {1, ..., d}) let
I(k) = {1, ..., d} \ {k}, resp. I(k, l) = {1, ..., d} \ {k, l}. (7.1)
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Note that in the particular case d = 1, the functions ψ gives rise to the classical linear
finite elements. Then for i ∈ Zd, we have for k = 0, 1, ..., d:
Ri := (ψi, ψ) =
(
d
k
)(1
6
)k(2
3
)d−k
if
d∑
l=1
|il| = k. (7.2)
Furthermore, given k = 0, 1, ..., d, there are 2k elements i ∈ Zd such that ∑dl=1 |il| = k.
Therefore, we deduce∑
i∈Zd
(ψi, ψ) =
d∑
k=0
2k
(
d
k
)(1
6
)k(2
3
)d−k
=
(
d
k
)(2
6
)k(2
3
)d−k
= 1,
which yields the first compatibility conditon in (2.20).
We at first check that Assumption 2.4 holds true, that is
δ
∑
i∈Zd
U2i = δ|U |2`2(Zd) ≤
∣∣∣∑
i∈Zd
Uiψi
∣∣∣2
L2
=
∑
i,j∈Zd
Ri−jUiUj, U ∈ `2(Zd).
for some δ > 0. For U ∈ `2(Zd) and k = 1, ..., d, let TkU = Uek , where ek denotes the k-th
vector of the canonical basis.
For U ∈ `2(Zd) we have∣∣∣∑
i
Uiψi
∣∣∣2
L2
=
∑
i∈Zd
∫
[0,1]d
[
Ui
d∏
j=1
(1− xj) +
d∑
k=1
(TkU)i xk
∏
j∈I(k)
(1− xj)
+
∑
1≤k1<k2≤d
(Tk1 ◦ Tk2U)i xk1xk2
∏
j∈I(k1,k2)
(1− xj) + · · ·+ (T1 ◦ T2 · · · ◦ TdU)i
d∏
k=1
xk
]2
dx,
Given α ∈ (0, 1) if we let
I(α)=
∫ α
0
(1−x)2dx = α−α2+α
3
3
, J(α)=
∫ α
0
x(1−x)dx = α
2
2
−α
3
3
, K(α)=
∫ α
0
x2dx =
α3
3
,
restricting the above integral on the set [0, α]d, expanding the square and using the Cauchy
Schwarz inequality we deduce the existence of some constants C(γ1, γ2, γ3) defined for
γi ∈ {0, 1, ..., d} such that∣∣∣∑
i
Uiψi
∣∣∣2
L2
≥
∑
i
|Ui|2
[
I(α)d +
(
d
1
)
K(α) I(α)d−1 +
(
d
2
)
K(α)2 I(α)d−2 + · · ·+K(α)d
]
− 2
(∑
i
|Ui|2
) ∑
γ1+γ2+γ3=d,γ2+γ3≥1
C(γ1, γ2, γ3) I(α)
γ1 J(α)γ2 K(α)γ3
≥|U |2`2(Zd)
(
αd −
3d∑
l=d+1
Clα
l
)
,
where Cl are some positive constants. Choosing α small enough, we have
∣∣∑
i Uiψi
∣∣2
L2
≥
αd
2
|U |2
`2(Zd), which implies the invertibility Assumption 2.4.
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We now prove that the compatibility Assumption 2.5 holds true. For l = 1, ..., d,
n = 0, ..., d− 1:
(Dlψi, Dlψ) = − 2d−1−n
(1
6
)n (1
3
)d−1−n
for |il| = 1,
∑
r 6=l,1≤n≤d
|ir| = n, (7.3)
(Dlψi, Dlψ) = + 2
d−n
(1
6
)n (1
3
)d−1−n
for |il| = 0,
∑
r 6=l,1≤r≤d
|ir| = n. (7.4)
For n = 1, ..., d − 1 and k1 < k2 < ... < kn with kr ∈ I(l), where I(l) is defined in (7.1),
let
Γl(k1, ..., kn) =
{ n∑
r=1
krekr : kr ∈ {−1, 1}, r = 1, ..., n
}
,
Γl(l; k1, ..., kn) =
{
lel +
n∑
r=1
krekr : l ∈ {−1, 1} and kr ∈ {−1, 1}, r = 1, ..., n
}
.
Then |Γl(k1, ..., kn)| = 2n while |Γl(l; k1, ..., kn)| = 2n+1. For l = 1, ..., d, the identities
(7.3) and (7.4) imply∑
λ∈Γ
(Dlψ,Dlψλ) =
[
(Dlψ,Dlψ) +
∑
l∈{−1,+1}
(Dlψ,Dlψlel)
]
+
d−1∑
n=1
∑
k1<k2<...<kn,kj∈I(l)
[ ∑
λ∈Γl(k1,...,kn)
(Dlψ,Dlψλ) +
∑
λ∈Γl(l;k1,...,kn)
(Dlψ,Dlψλ)
]
=
[
2d
(1
3
)d−1
− 2× 2d−1
(1
3
)d−1]
+
d−1∑
n=1
2n
(
d− 1
n
)[
2d−n
(1
6
)n(1
3
)d−1−n
− 2× 2d−1−n
(1
6
)n(1
3
)d−1−n]
= 0.
This proves the second identity in (2.20) when i = j. Furthermore, (7.3) implies∑
λ∈Γ
Rllλλlλl = −
∑
λ∈Γ
(Dlψ,Dlψλ)λlλl = −
∑
l∈{−1,1}
(
Dlψ,Dlψlel
)
−
d−1∑
n=1
∑
k1<k2<...<kn,kj∈I(l)
∑
λ∈Γl(l;k1,...,kn)
(Dlψ,Dlψλ)
= 2× 2d−1
(1
3
)d−1
+
n∑
d=1
(
d− 1
n
)
2n+1 × 2d−1−n
(1
6
)n(1
3
)d−1−n
= 2
d−1∑
n=0
(
d− 1
n
)(2
6
)n(2
3
)d−1−n
= 2, l = 1, ..., d.
Furthermore, given k 6= l ∈ {1, ..., d},∑
λ∈Γ
Rllλλkλk = −
∑
λ∈Γ
(Dlψ,Dlψλ)λkλl = 0.
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Indeed, for n = 1, ..., d − 1, k1 < ... < kn where kr ∈ I(l) and at least one of the indices
kr is equal to k for r = 1, ..., n, given λ ∈ Γl(k1, ..., kn) we have using (7.3) and (7.4)∑
l∈{−1,1}
(Dlψ,Dlψlel+λ)λkλl = −2d−1−n
(1
6
)n(1
3
)d−1−n
× (−1 + 1) = 0.
This proves the second identity in (2.22) when both derivatives agree.
Also note that for k 6= l ∈ {1, ..., d} we have ∑λ∈ΓRklλ = 0. Indeed, for λ as above
(Dkψ,Dlψλ) +
∑
l∈{−1,1}
(Dkψ,Dlψlel+λ)
= 2d−n
(1
6
)n(1
3
)d−1−n
− 2× 2d−1−n
(1
6
)n(1
3
)d−1−n
= 0,
while Rklλ = 0 for other choices of λ ∈ Γ.
We now study the case of mixed derivatives. Given k 6= l ∈ {1, ..., d} recall that
I(k, l) = {1, ..., d}\{k, l}. Then for k 6= l ∈ {1, ..., d} and i ∈ Zd we have for n = 0, ..., d−2
(Dkψi, Dlψ) = 0 if |ik il| 6= 1, (7.5)
(Dkψi, Dlψ) = −
(1
2
)2 (1
6
)n (2
3
)d−n−2
if ik il = 1,
∑
r∈I(k,l)
|ir| = n, (7.6)
(Dkψi, Dlψ) = +
(1
2
)2 (1
6
)n (2
3
)d−n−2
if ik il = −1,
∑
r∈I(k,l)
|ir| = n. (7.7)
For n = 1, ..., d− 2 and k1 < ... < kn with kr ∈ I(k, l) for r = 1, ..., n, set
Γk,l(k1, ..., kn) =
{ n∑
r=1
krekr : r ∈ {−1, 1}
}
.
For n = 0 there is no such family of indices k1 < ... < kn and we let Γk,l(∅) = {0}. Thus
for n = 0, ..., d− 2, |Λk,l(k1, ..., kn)| = 2n. Using the identities (7.5)-(7.7) we deduce∑
λ∈Γ
(Dkψ,Dlψλ) =
d−2∑
n=0
∑
k1<k2<...<kn,kr∈I(k,l)
∑
λ∈Γk,l(k1,...,kn)
[
(Dkψ,Dlψek+el+λ)
+ (Dkψ,Dlψek−el+λ) + (Dkψ,Dlψ−ek+el+λ) + (Dkψ,Dlψ−ek−el+λ)
]
=
d−2∑
n=0
(
d− 2
n
)
2n
[
−
(1
2
)2 (1
6
)n (2
3
)d−2−n
+
(1
2
)2 (1
6
)n (2
3
)d−2−n
+
(1
2
)2 (1
6
)n (2
3
)d−2−n
−
(1
2
)2 (1
6
)n (2
3
)d−2−n]
= 0, k 6= l. (7.8)
This completes the proof of the second identity in (2.20) when i 6= j, and hence (2.20)
holds true. Furthermore, the identities (7.6) and (7.7) imply for i 6= j ∈ {1, ..., d} and
{i, j} = {k, l}∑
λ∈Γ
(Dkψ,Dlψλ)λkλl =
d−2∑
n=0
∑
k1<k2<...<kn,kr∈I(k,l)
∑
λ∈Γk,l(k1,...,kn)
[
(Dkψ,Dlψek+el+λ)
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− (Dkψ,Dlψek−el+λ)− (Dkψ,Dlψ−ek+el+λ) + (Dkψ,Dlψ−ek−el+λ)
]
=− 4
(1
2
)2 d−2∑
n=0
(
d− 2
n
)
2n
(1
6
)n (2
3
)d−2−n
= −
d−2∑
n=0
(
d− 2
n
)(2
6
)n(2
3
)d−2−n
= −1.
Equation (7.5) proves that (Dkψ,Dlψλ) = 0 if |λkλl| 6= 1. Hence using (7.8) we deduce
that for any r = 1, ..., d, ∑
λ∈Γ
(Dkψ,Dlψλ)λrλr = 0.
Let r ∈ I(k, l) and for n = 1, ..., d−3, let k1 < ... < kn be such that kj ∈ {1, ..., d}\{k, l, r}
and λ =
∑n
j=1 kjekj for kj ∈ {−1, 1}, j = 1, ..., n. Then for any choice of k and l in
{−1, 1} the equalities (7.6) and (7.7) imply that
(Dkψ,Dlψλ+kek+lel+er) = (Dkψ,Dlψλ+kek+lel−er).
This clearly yields that for r ∈ I(k, l) we have∑
λ∈Γ
(Dkψ,Dlψλ)λkλr =
∑
λ∈Γ
(Dkψ,Dlψλ)λlλr = 0.
Finally, given n = 2, ..., d and k1 < ... < kn where the terms kj ∈ I(k, l), then given any
choice of k and l in {−1, 1}, the value of (Dkψ,Dlψkek+lel+λ) does not depend on the
value of λ ∈ Γk,l(k1, ..., kn). Therefore, if we fix r1 6= r2 in the set I(k, l), for fixed n there
are as many choices of indices k1 < ... < kn such that r1r2 = 1 that of such indices such
that r1r2 = −1. This proves ∑
λ∈Γ
(Dkψ,Dlψλ)λr1λr2 = 0,
which completes the proof of the first identity in (2.22) for mixed derivatives; hence (2.22)
holds true.
We now check the compatibility condition (2.21). Fix j ∈ {1, ..., d}; then
(Djψ, ψ) = 2
d−1
(∏
k 6=j
∫ 1
0
(1− xk)2dxk
)[ ∫ 1
0
(−1)(1− xj)dxj +
∫ 0
−1
(1 + xj)dxj
]
= 0, (7.9)
while
(Djψ, ψej) = 2
d−1
(∏
k 6=j
∫ 1
0
(1− xk)2dxk
)∫ 1
0
(−1)(1 + (xj − 1))dxj = −1
2
(2
3
)d−1
,
(Djψ, ψ−ej) = 2
d−1
(∏
k 6=j
∫ 1
0
(1− xk)2dxk
)∫ 0
−1
(
1− (xj + 1)
)
dxj =
1
2
(2
3
)d−1
. (7.10)
For n = 1, ..., d− 1 and k1 < ... < kn where the indexes kr, r = 1, ..., n are different from
j we have for any λ ∈ Γj(k1, ..., kn)
(Djψ, ψλ) =2
d−(n+1)
( ∏
k∈Γ\{j,k1,...,kn}
∫ 1
0
(1− xk)2dxk
)
×
( n∏
r=1
∫ 1
0
xkr(1− xkr)dxkr
)
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×
[ ∫ 1
0
(−1)(1− xj)dxj +
∫ 0
−1
(1 + xj)dxj
]
= 0, (7.11)
while
(Djψ, ψej+λ) =2
d−(n+1)
( ∏
k∈Γ\{j,k1,...,kn}
∫ 1
0
(1− xk)2dxk
)
×
( n∏
r=1
∫ 1
0
xkr(1− xkr)dxkr
)
×
∫ 1
0
(−1)(1 + (xj − 1))dxj = −1
2
(2
3
)d−(n+1) (1
6
)n
, (7.12)
and
(Djψ, ψ−el+λ) =2
d−(n+1)
( ∏
k∈Γ\{j,k1,...,kn}
∫ 1
0
(1− xk)2dxk
)
×
( n∏
r=1
∫ 1
0
xkr(1− xkr)dxkr
)
×
∫ 0
−1
(
1− (xj + 1)
)
dxj =
1
2
(2
3
)d−(n+1) (1
6
)n
. (7.13)
Note that the number of terms (Djψ, ψlel+λ) with l = −1 or l = +1 is equal to
(
d−1
n
)
2n.
Therefore, the identities (7.9)-(7.13) imply that for any j = 1, ..., d we have∑
λ∈Γ
λjR
j
λ = −
∑
λ∈Γ
(Djψ, ψλ) λj =
1
2
(2
3
)d−1
− 1
2
(2
3
)d−1
(−1) (7.14)
+
1
2
d−1∑
n=1
(
d− 1
n
)
2n
(2
3
)d−1−n(1
6
)n
− 1
2
d−1∑
n=0
(
d− 1
n
)
2n
(2
3
)d−1−n(1
6
)n
× (−1)
=
d−1∑
n=0
(
d− 1
n
)(2
6
)n(2
3
)d−1−n
= 1. (7.15)
This proves (2.21) when i = k.
Let k 6= j ∈ {1, ..., d} and given n = 1, ..., d−1 let k1 < ... < kn be indices that belong to
I(j) such that one of the indices kr, r = 1, ..., n is equal to k. Given any λ ∈ Γj(k1, ..., kn)
we deduce that
(Djψ, ψel+λ)λk + (Djψ, ψ−el+λ)λk = 0.
This completes the proof of the identity (2.21).
In order to complete the proof of the validity of Assumption 2.5, it remains to check
that the identities in (2.23) hold true. Recall that for λ ∈ Γ and i, j, k, l ∈ {1, ..., d} we
have
Qij,klλ =
∫
Rd
zkzlDjψλ(z)D
∗
iψ(z)dz = −
∫
Rd
zkzlDjψλ(z)Diψ(z)dz.
For p = 1, ..., 4, n = 1, ..., d− p and i1, ..., ip ∈ {1, ..., d} with i1, ..., ip pairwise different let
In(i1, ..., ip) :=
{ n∑
α=1
αekα ; α ∈ {−1,+1}, 1 ≤ k1 < ... < kn ≤ d,
kα 6∈ {i1, ..., ip} for α = 1, ..., n
}
,
and I0(i1, ..., ip) = {0}.
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First suppose that i = j.
First let k = l = i; then for n = 0, ..., d− 1 and µ ∈ In(i) we have
Qii,iiµ +Q
ii,ii
µ+ei +Q
ii,ii
µ−ei = 0.
Let k = l with k 6= i; then then for n = 0, ..., d− 1 and µ ∈ In(i) we have
Qii,kkµ +Q
ii,kk
µ+ei +Q
ii,kk
µ−ei = 0.
Let l = i and k 6= i; then for n = 0, ..., d− 2,  ∈ {−1,+1} and µ ∈ In(i, k) we have
Qii,kiµ+ei+ek +Q
ii,ki
µ+ei−ek = 0.
A similar result holds for k = i and l 6= i. Furthermore, Qii,kiλ = 0 is λ is not equal to
µ+ ei + ek or µ+ ei − ek for µ ∈ In(i, k) for some n.
Let k 6= l with k 6= i and l 6= i; then for n = 0, ..., d− 2,  ∈ {−1,+1} and µ ∈ In(k, l)
we have
Qii,klµ+ek+el +Q
ii,kl
µ+ek−el = 0,
while Qii,klλ = 0 is λ is not equal to µ+ ei + ek or µ+ ei− ek for µ ∈ In(i, k) for some n.
We now suppose that i 6= j.
First suppose that k = i and l = j; then for n = 0, ..., d− 1 and µ ∈ In(i) we have
Qij,ijµ +Q
ij,ij
µ+ej +Q
ij,ij
µ−ej = 0.
Let k = l = i; then for n = 0, ..., d− 2,  ∈ {−1 + 1} and µ ∈ In(i, j) we have
Qij,iiµ+ei+ej +Q
ij,ii
µ+ei−ej = 0,
while Qij,iiλ = 0 is λ is not equal to µ+ ei + ej or µ+ ei− ej where µ ∈ In(i, j) for some
n. A similar result holds exchanging i and j for k = l = j.
Let k = l with k 6∈ {i, j} and l 6∈ {i, j}; then for n = 0, ..., d − 2,  ∈ {−1,+1} and
µ ∈ In(i, j) we have
Qij,kkµ+ei+ej +Q
ij,kk
µ+ei−ej = 0,
while Qij,kkλ = 0 is λ is not equal to µ + ei + ej where µ + ei − ej for µ ∈ In(i, j) for
some n.
Let l = i and k 6∈ {i, j}; then for n = 0, ..., d− 2,  ∈ {−1 + 1} and µ ∈ In(i, k) we have
Qij,kiµ+ei+ek +Q
ij,ki
µ+ei−ek = 0,
while Qij,kiλ = 0 is λ is not equal to µ+ ei + ek or µ+ ei− ek where µ ∈ In(i, k) for some
n. A similar result holds exchanging i and j for k = l = j.
Finally, let k 6= l with k 6∈ {i, j} and l 6∈ {i, j}; then for n = 0, ..., d−4, i, j, k ∈ {−1+1}
and µ ∈ In(i, j, k, l) we have
Qij,klµ+iei+jej+kek+el +Q
ij,kl
µ+iei+jej+kek−el = 0,
while Qij,klλ = 0 is λ is not equal to µ+ iei + jej + kek + el or µ+ iei + jej + kek − el
where µ ∈ In(i, j, k, l) for some n. These computations complete the proof of the first
identity in (2.23). Recall that for i, k ∈ {1, ..., d} and λ ∈ Γ we let
Q˜i,kλ :=
∫
Rd
zkDiψλ(z)ψ(z)dz.
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Let k = i; for n = 0, ..., d− 1 and µ ∈ In(i) we have
Q˜i,iµ + Q˜
i,i
µ+ei + Q˜
i,i
µ−ei = 0.
Let k 6= i; for n = 0, ..., d− 2,  ∈ {−1, 0,+1} and µ ∈ In(i, k) we have
Q˜i,kµ+ei+ek + Q˜
i,k
µ+ei−ek = 0
while Q˜i,kλ = 0 if λ is not equal to µ + ei + ek or µ + ei − ek where µ ∈ In(i, k) for
some n. This completes the proof of the second identity in (2.23); therefore Assumption
2.5 is satisfied for these finite elements. This completes the verification of the validity of
Assumptions 2.4-2.5 for the function ψ defined by (6.2).
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